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Valeting Treatments

Gold Valet

Small Car - £38

Medium Size - £41

Large Size - £43

Approximately 1½hrs

Hand washed with built-in wax - Wheels scrubbed and corrosive brake dust removed Bodywork dried - Dashboard, Centre console and door plastics dusted and cleaned Interior & Exterior windows cleaned - Interior vacuumed - Tyres dressed and shined Door sills cleaned, Mud flaps and wheel arches cleaned - Exterior black trims dressed

Platinum Valet

Small Car - £65

Medium Size - £68

Large Size - £71

Approximately 2½hrs

Gold Valet plus;
Alloy wheels’/wheel trims polished to a high shine and sealed - Exhaust tips polished and
protected - A fresh coat of wax is now applied to bodywork - Exterior windows treated
with a rain repellent (lasts approximately two months) - Carpets, seats, mats, shampooed
- Leather seats cleaned and conditioned - Rubber mats cleaned.

Exterior or Interior only

Exterior Valet

Small Car - £20

Medium Size - £23

Large Size - £26

Approximately 45mins

Pre power wash rinse with added traffic film remover - Hand washed with built-in wax
- Wheels scrubbed & corrosive brake dust removed Bodywork buffed - Tyres dressed and shined - Door and boot sills cleaned.

Exterior Valet Plus+

Small Car - £40.00

Medium Size - £42

Large Size - £45

Approximately 1 ½hrs

Pre power wash rinse with added traffic film remover - Mud flaps and wheel arches
cleaned - Hand washed with built-in wax
Wheels scrubbed and corrosive brake dust removed - Tyres dressed and shined - Door
and boot sills cleaned - Alloy wheels’/wheel trims polished to a high shine - Exterior
black trims dressed - A fresh coat of wax is now applied for lasting shine

Interior Valet

Small Car - £25

Medium Size - £27

Large Size - £30

Approximately 30mins

Interior vacuumed - Boot vacuumed - Interior windows cleaned using anti mist
spray - All mirrors cleaned and polished - Rubbish removed and
ashtrays emptied - Dashboard, centre console and door plastics dusted and
cleaned - Fully deodorised.

Interior Valet Plus+

Small Car - £42

Medium Size - £45

Large Size - £47

Approximately 1 ½hrs

Interior vacuumed - Boot vacuumed - Rear seats lifted and vacuumed - Seat
runners cleaned - Interior windows cleaned using anti-mist spray
- All mirrors cleaned and polished - Rubbish removed and ashtrays emptied Dashboard, centre console and door plastics dusted, cleaned
and dressed - Fully deodorised - Window tops cleaned - All ashtrays washed Carpets, seats, mats shampooed - - Leather seats cleaned and conditioned Rubber mats cleaned and
dressed - Door and boot sills cleaned.
Car Size; Small – Typically Roadsters & Hatchbacks. Medium - Typically Saloons. Large - Typically Estates, 4X4s &
MPVs
Heavily soiled vehicles incur a surcharge

Ceramic Coating
Gtechniq Ceramic Coating
Approximately 6hrs

Crystal Serum Light
From £290.00
Why Use Gtechniq Crystal Serum Light?
Crystal Serum Light is the prosumer version of the world-famous Gtechniq
Accredited Detailer Crystal Serum Ultra. It offers 80% of professional Serum Ultra’s
performance, but if applied incorrectly can be machine polished from your vehicles
paintwork.

Gtechniq Ceramic Coating
Approximately 6hrs

EXOv4 Ultra Durable Hydrophobic Coating
From £90.00
Why Use Gtechniq EXO?
EXOv4 delivers a hard film that makes water-spots easy to remove, offers great
resistance to all wash chemicals and can help withstand micro-marring. It produces
a high-gloss, warm-looking, extreme hydrophobic finish.
It has a consistent film that is more durable and resistant to road salt and washes
chemicals than its predecessors. Application is easy, with a slow flash-off time,
giving more time to achieve a perfect finish.
All of the above combined with the introduction of a good degree of swirl
resistance means EXOv4 represents a major leap forward in Last Surface
Protection (LSP) technology.

